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My invention relates to'an airborne anesthetiz 
ing apparatus and has for its object to provide a 
complete anesthesia ‘apparatus which can be 
housed in a small compact case and which can 
be assembled with very great dispatch, and which 
when assembled, in conjunction with portable 
tanks of oxygen and nitrous oxide and with avail 
able cans of ether, provides an ‘ef?cient gas ad 
ministering device in which oxygen nitrous oxide 
anesthesia or other gas anesthesia may be sup 
plemented by ether anesthesia. 

In combat areas of war and from emergency 
accidents in ordinary civilian life cases frequent 
ly arise which call for ‘speedy operative treatment 
before the patient can be removed to hospital 
operating rooms. The remedialtrea‘tment of such 
cases is very greatly facilitated by the ability to 
:give, with the utmost promptness, a suitable anes 
thetic. In combat areas and in connection with 
accident‘ emergencies of ‘the civil population, it 
is particularly desirable to‘have anesthetizing ap 
paratus which is capable of giving a, desirable 
anesthesia and which is compact enough and light -‘ “ 
enough so that it may be carried by hand. Tanks 
of oxygen and nitrous oxide are made small - 
enough so that such tanks with a suitable handle 
.may be carried by hand, and my apparatus when 
completely housed in its case with everything 

' witherein for the giving of anesthetic, excepting the 
"tanks .of oxygen, also can be carried very readily 
‘by hand. i ‘ 

Also the apparatus is of such a nature that not 
only can it be transported by airplane readily‘ and 
satisfactorily, but it can be with equal readiness 
dropped by parachute to areas which might be 
otherwise inaccessible. 

_ It is also important ‘that it be capable of very 
quick assembly, but such ‘quick assembly must 
be of a nature which will assure sealing of all 
connections or joints, as otherwise there might 
be leakage of the limited supply of gases such as 
oxygen andnitrous oxide which are available, and 
the proportions of gases being delivered by the 
‘machine might be interfered with. For such 
emergency anesthetizing out?ts it is also essential 
that use of ‘the gases be conserved noto‘nly from 
the possible danger of leakage, but in the actual 
use in inhalation, for which reason the apparatus 
must include means for rebreathing the gases, in 
cluding means such as sod-a lime for taking from 
the gases the carbon dioxide developed in the 
lungs of a user. 

' And since the apparatus necessarily must be 
compact and of small size, it is essential that the 
last-named ‘means, that is the soda lime and 
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2 
its container where that is used, shall be relative 
ly small, for which reason it is desira-bleto have 
ready means of changing the canisters of soda 
lime and for carrying a sufficient number of them 
with the apparatus so that fresh canisters will 
be quickly available. Hence the means for hold 
ing the soda lime must be such that quick and 
easy entrance for replacement of the soda lime 
canisters will be available. ‘ i 

It is a principal object of my invention, there 
fore, to provide an anesthetizing apparatus made 
up of numerous parts which, with canisters of 
soda lime and standard cans of ether, will be 
conveniently packaged in knocked-down condi 
tion in a small case analogous to a suitcase, and 
which may thus be transported by plane and car 
mm by hand into inaccessible places and which 
may be very rigidly assembled and puttogether 
and connected with suitable tanks of anesthetiz 
ing gases, all connections being quick-actuated 
sealing connections. 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide an absorber head having a chamber and 
passages, and a rebreathing bag‘connected with 
the passages and an inhalation tube connected 
with the passages, and to provide in the chamber 
quick-operating valve means of an oscillating type 
such that the exhalation gases may go to the re 
breathing bag through a container of absorber 
material such as soda lime and through the ma 
terial therein or be caused ‘to go ‘to the rebreath_ 
ing bag outside of said container, or may in part 
go ‘through the absorber material and in part go 
around it. . 

It is a further object of my invention to provide 
an oscillatible valve structure with two valve clo 
sures cooperating with two valve members such 
that when one is opened the other is closed, and 
to provide in conjunction therewith a valve op 
erator, which with a single turn may shift the 
valves to an “on” position or an “elf” position for 
controlling the ?ow of gas through the absorber 
or around the absorber, or may be positioned ‘to 
permit a divided stream of the gas mixture 'to go 
in selected proportions both through and around 
the absorber. ‘ 

It is a further object of my invention to re~ 
.movably support a container of absorber material 
within the absorber casing by a spring member 
adapted to close the bottom of the casing, where, 
by sealing contact of the upper part of the, con-1 
tainer is effected whenever the bottom of the eas 
ing carrying a container therewith is clamped up 
on the casing. ‘ i 

It is a further object of myainvention to pro 
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vide a holding chamber for a canister of soda 
lime or other absorber material which consists 
of two separated parts, the upper part being ?xed 
and embodying an annular contact member and 
the lower part being removable and embodying a 
spring held supporting member and guide, where 
by when the canister is positioned within the up 
per part of said chamber and the'loWer part is 
applied thereto, the canister will be held in op 
erative position in the apparatus. 10 

It is a further object of my invention to forméf~f= 
Itherein canisters of absorber material, c‘ans‘of openings through the lower part of the canisterj 

holding chamber and ‘to ' provide an overlying 
shield above said openings so that dust‘ from "the 
absorber material will be preventedvfrom going 
with the exhalation gases out of the absorberhold- - 
ing chamber and into the rebreathing bag. 

4 
scription thereof and the novel means and com 
binations of elements by which the aforesaid ad 
vantageous results are secured will be particu 
larly pointed out in the claims. 

In the drawings illustrating my invention in 
one of its forms: 

Fig. 1 illustrates in part perspective the differ 
ent elements of ‘the anesthetizing vapparatus in 
the base section of the container case. 

Fig. 2 is a view in part perspective of the cover 
part of the case showing the manner of packing 

‘ether, ‘and the'like'.‘ 
.15 :-' ‘Fig.3 illustrates-the machine set up for use 
~-with the7 addition of tanks of oxygen and nitrous 
"-oxide‘whi'ch are transported separately from the 

‘ othermaterial.___ . ' 

It is a further object of my invention to pro-' ' 
“fbrokeri away and in section showing the ar vide a receiving and delivery chamber abovethe 1 

absorber chamber having sealed therein passage 
ways or: chambers with valved openings from the 
top. of one and the bottom of the other chamber 
and- with check valves operative therein, such 
that one opens and the other closes upon in 
halation and that said valves open and close re 
vers-ely upon exhalation. . 
'-'-It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide a. casing having connected therewitha re 
breathing bag and embodying an exhalation 
chamber'and an inhalation-chamber and an ab 
sorber chamber between the two, together with 
means .for controllingv flow of exhalation gasto 
go through, the absorber chamber, around it, or 
partly through and partly around it, and with an 
exhalation tube and an inhalation tube having 
valved-connection to the respective exhalation 
and inhalation . chambers, whereby a closed 
breathingv line through or around or partly 
through-and partly around the absorber is es 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide a mixing chamber in the inhalation part of 
the closed breathing line outside of the casing 
“and to deliver nitrous. oxide and oxygen in- pre 
‘determinedrproportions to the. mixing chamber, 
whereby the gas mixture will go to the patient 
upon inhalation of the gases aheadlof the gases 
from the rebreathing bag. - 

, It. is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide in communication with the mixing cham 
her, a safety valve adjusted to relieve pressure in 
the inhalation line whenever the delivery of 
"oxygen and nitrous oxide thereto brings the pres 
sure above a predetermined point. 7 

. fIt, is a further ‘object of my invention to pro 
videmeans, adapted to be removably connected 
with the casing for delivering ether to an evapo 
rator located in the inhalation chamber within 

. It is a further object of my invention to pro 
;vide in’ the ether supplying apparatus means for 
'detachably supporting a standard canof- ether 
Jinerect position and sealed into the ether de 
livery line. ‘ . , 

It is a further object of myinvention ‘tODI‘O 
vide means in conjunction with the ether de 
livery mechanism for establishing a sypihon‘de 
livery of other from the can of ether supported 
thereon and to cause it to produce automatic 
continuation of drop feed upon a series of porous 
evaporator plates located within the path of 
travel of- the gases from the rebreathing bag and 

Other objects and advantages of my-invention 
' will appear vin- connection with the detailedde- 1. 
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Fig. 4 vis ‘an elevation view with some parts 

rangement of parts for controlling gas passing 
on. exhalation and inhalation through the ap 

paratus to and from the rebreathing bag._, 1 Fig. 5 is a complete sectional elevationview 

taken on line 5-5 of Fig. 6. p v . ' 

Fig. 6 is a sectional plan viewtaken on line 
6-6 of Fig. 4. , ' 

Fig. 7 is a sectional elevation view of a portion 
ofthe upper part of the apparatusrtaken online 
1-1 lof Fig.6. 7 . ' j c 

Fig. 7a is a sectionon 1ine'ia--‘|a of Fig. 7.: 
Fig. v8 is a sectional view. of the lower part of 

‘what isshown in Fig. 5 showing a modi?ed form 
of ether vaporizer. . . _v t 

Fig. 9 is a sectional elevation view of a portion 

of the apparatus taken on line 9-9 of Fig. 6. Fig. 10 is a part sectional elevationview of the 

automatic ether dropper member adapted to be 
removably connected with themain breathing 
head. - I .- ' > I - 

Fig.11 is a transverse part sectional view taken 
substantially on line l|—-|I of Fig. 7. . ; . 

v Fig. 12 is a sectional view taken on line [2-12 
of Fig. 10. . s 

:Fig. 13 is, a top plan view of the main casing 
head. ' - ’ ' 

Fig; 14 is a part sectional view of. the connec 
tion of the ether member to the top of the main 
casing. ,. . . . . 

~ Referring to Fig. 1, a carrying caseis provided 
comprising a bottom or base portion l5 having 
a handle is with a top portion l1 adapted tube 
locked together by means of. side hasps I8, as 
indicated inFig's. 1 and 2.,-Wi_thinv the bottom 
casing l5 are positioned when not in use a sup 
porting standard l9, a gas v delivery head 20, 
breathing tubes 2| and 22 connected with a masl; 
structure 23, an ether dropper attachment 24, a 
flow valve tank oonnector.25 attached. to the head 
‘20,~and-tank tubes 26 and 27.. . . 1 ,. I 

--In Fig.2 is shown- the cover‘part of the‘case 
with storage therein .01’ a series of soda lime con 
tainers 28, of ether cans 29 and of packages“, 
containing ampules of pentothal sodium or other 
anesthetic supplies. . . 

Fig. 3 shows these several elements. connected 
vtogether in operative position, wherein the stand 
..ard l9 isheldby a centrally disposed socket .(not 
shown) inthe bottom member 15 which;thus 
becomes the supporting base for the erected or 
ganization and all of the parts supported from 
the standard l9. ‘This is shown in combination 
with an oxygen tank 3| and a nitrous oxide tank 
32 which will be-transported independently of 
the parts contained‘ inlthe case !5—I1. ‘ V 

c,-z-"..'I‘he,;gas delivery head 2|] comprises an outer 
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casing having a , cylindrical wall ‘33, inwardly 
turned annular horizontal ?ange 34, and a con 
centric cylindrical wall 35, Fig. 5. Upon the hori 
z‘pontal annular ?ange 34 is an annular‘gasket 36.‘ 
A cap piece S'Ijhas an annular horizontal wall 38 
with an‘ annular skirt 39. The wall 38‘ engages 
the annular gasket 36 and is held‘ in gas tight re 
lation thereon‘by a multiplicity of sheet metal 
screws 40, Figs. 5 and 13. ‘ ‘ 
' .‘The ‘cylindrical wall 33 ‘has secured to the bot 
tom thereof an annular ring 42, Figs. 4, 5, and 8, 
which embodies at ‘its bottom part an annular 
groove‘ 43 wherein is situated an annular gasket 
44. A'lower cap piece 45 has an annular bevelled 
rim 46 which is held in engagement with the 
gasket “by ‘means of a hasp 47. This hasp 
is operated by a well known bail-snap lever ar 
rangement generally shown in Fig, 3 and desige 

1O 

15 

hated e511}. This operates to lock it in a socket I 
48 inc. support ‘member 49 united with ‘a de 
pressed part 50 of the bottom cap 45, as clearly 
shown in Figs. 4ligand 5. ‘ 
At the center of the bottom part l5 of the 

‘case is‘an upstanding socket, not shown, which 
receives the shank end portion lea, Fig. 1, of 
standard l9.‘ ‘An internally‘ threaded clamp 
member I9?) is screwed upon‘the upper threaded 
end of the socket member which holds the stand 
ard l9 rigidly erected in position, with the bottom 
case section'l5 as its supporting and stabilizing 
base. "Upon a side of the annular ring ‘42 is a 
connector‘ piece Ill, Fig. ‘l, which is keystone 
shaped and which enters a correspondingly 
shaped slot ill" on the standard l9, Fig. 1. Thus 
tovmount the head 29 in operative position it is 
only ‘necessary to slip the shank l9 into the 
socketimember (not shown), screwing down the 
internally threaded nut I91), and then to insert 
the member 4! on ring 42‘ in the slot 4|’ and the 
assembly is complete. This can be done with 
very great dispatch and gives a rigidly effective 
support for the head 20 and the parts carrie 
thereby and to be connected therewith. - 
Secured to the bottom cap 45 by means of screw 

bolts ‘5|, Fig. 5, which extend through tubular 
spacers 52, is a cup 53. This cup is provided with 
a‘?aring ?ange portion 54, as clearly indicated 
in Figs. 4 and 5. At the center of‘the cup a 
tubular guide member 55 is provided which is se 
cured to the center of the bottom 56 of the cup 
53, and which has a portion 5? above said bottom 
and a second'portion 58 below said bottom. A 
series of ‘ apertures 59, preferably round, are 
formed about the guide member 51, and sur 
rounding the ‘apertures 59 is an upstanding an 
nular wall 60. 
Overlying the chamber 6| formed inside of the 

annular wall 60 and leading to the apertures 59 
is a plate 62 preferably formed with a sloping an 
nular extension 63, as fully shown in Fig. 5. This 
‘plate carries a plunger member 64 which is slid 
ably positioned within the guide 55 and which eX- 
tends below the bottom portion 58 of said guide, 
as indicated‘at» 65. A compression spring 68 
tends to push the plate 62 upwardly so asto bring 
a stop ring 6'! toward engagement with the lower 
edge of the portion 58 of guide 55. The entire 
assemblage of the bottom cap 45, the cup 53, 
and the parts carried thereby is thus readily re 
movable by simply releasing the hasp 41. 
The bottom cap 45 has secured thereon by 

means of a nut 68', as clearly indicated in Figs. 
.4,‘ 5, and 8, a nipple 98 on which is a rubber bush 
ing 69 having thereon an annular head ‘l9, Fig. 8, 
positioned about ‘the neck. 72 of a rebreathing 
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6 
bag ‘ll, Fig; 8; - This is adapted to be‘ drawn over 
the‘ nipple 68 ‘and in, that manner the bag‘is re 
movably connected with the bottom cap 45 and 
opens at 13 into the chamber 14. This ‘chamber 
id, when the parts are assembled as in Fig. 5, is 
in direct communication with the openings‘59 
from the chamber 6| inside the annular wall 60, 
and also is in communication with an annular 
chamber ‘ls‘which surrounds the walls of cup‘53‘ 
and extends upwardly about a second ‘cup 16 
with a ?aring annular bottom portion 11, which 
faces butis spaced from the‘ annular ?aring up 
per portion 54 of cup 53. 
This arrangement provides a simple and e?i 

cient means for introducing into the head 29 a 
container ‘E8 of absorber material such as soda 
lime‘. This is an ordinary can-like container . 
having a cylindrical‘wall 19 formed with top and 
bottom members through which the gases of ex 
halation may be caused to move when that is 
indicated. The‘ bottom member 89 may be of 
sheet metal provided‘ with a series of round holes 
8|, as indicated in Fig. 5, or provided with a 
reticulate bottom, as indicated at 82 in Fig. 8; or, 
if desired, the reticulate bottom 82 may be laid 
upon the sheet metal plate 80, as indicated ‘sche 
mati'cally at 83 of Fig, 5. . 
The top member 84 of absorber container 18 

is, as shown, formed of sheet‘metal with a multi-' 
plicity of small perforations through it where it 
overlies the soda lime in the container. It is, 
however, provided with an annular rim 85 formed 
with an annular bevelled face 86 which isadapted 
to engage a bevelled face 8'! preferably ‘formed 
with a solid backing 88, as indicated in Fig. 5. 
From the above it will be apparent that for 

inserting an absorber container such as a can of 
soda lime, it; is only necessary to take off the 
bottom cap 45Hand the parts carried thereby, to 
set the can of soda lime with its bottom 80 adja 
cent its center in. contact with the bottom, plate 
62 and to return the cap 45 and parts connected 
thereto together with the can ofsoda lime into 

,. closing position. This will cause the annular 
bevelled face 86 at the top of the can 19 to en 
gage the annular bevelled face 8'! fast on the cup 
16. The spring 66 will ‘then be compressed and 
when the hasp 41 latches the arrangementin po 
sition the soda lime container 18 will be remov 
ably held ‘by the pressure of said spring through 
plate .62 against bottom 80 in sealing contact 
through bevelled face 86 with bevelled face 81. 
The cup 16 is provided with a top 89 having 

a raised portion 90. The solid part 88 for form 
ing the‘ walls 8‘! is contained in the angle between 
the cylindrical wall of the cup 76 and the top 
wall 89. At the center of the upper portion 90 
of top wall 89 is a circular opening 9| which co 
incides with a similar opening 92 in aihorizontal 
wall 93 which forms a partition separating an up 
per chamber 94 formed within cylindrical wall 
93 from the annular chamber 15 heretofore de 
scribed and from a lower chamber 95 opening 

' directly to the top of soda lime container 18. 
Secured by means of a nut 95 is a, valve ring 

91 which has a part 98 that effects a clamping 
of the upper part 90 of the top 89 of cup 19 
upon the wall 93. The upper edge of the part 98 
forms an annular valve seat 99, which is adapted 
to be engaged by rocking valve member I00 piv 
oted at, l?l to an oscillatible valve carrier “12, 
which. in turn is pivoted at N13 to a stand I04 
supported by the partition 93. ‘ 
Opening intothe annular chamber 15 which 



surrounds the. soda. limev holders 53- and; 16 is. a 
‘cylindrical member. I05 Supported upon the parti 
tion’93 and which isprovided with an annular 
valve seat I06. The valve seat I06 is adapted 
to be engaged by a valve member I01 pivoted at 
I08 to .the'oscillatible or rocking bar I02; A spring 
I09 is connected atone end with a hook member 
[I0 fast on the rocking member I02 and at the 
other end with a peg I03’ which extendsthrough 
the ‘horizontal annular portion 38 on the cap 
piece .31. V 1 1 

The upper edge HI of the rocking arm I02 is 
engaged by a ball II2 supported in a socket H3 
at the end of a tubular piece II4 which sur 
rounds'a stem “5 having an’ enlarged screw 
threaded portion I I6 secured to a hand wheel I H. 
‘The piece I I4 is secured to the stem I I5 by means 
of a pin II8 which extends through slots I19 and 
I20 in the sides of the tubular member I3 and 
also extends through the stem I I5. , A spring I2I 
ishous'ed within a bore in the lower end of stem 
H5 and engages a bottom wall I22 which closes 
the‘lower end of the tubular member II4 above 
socket I I3 and permits the contact of ball II2 
with surface‘ IIIto adjust itself as the screw 
member H6 is turned. The threads I23 of the 
threaded portion II6 of stem II5 engage interior 
threads I24 in a member I25 which is rigidly. se 
cured upon the cap piece 31 by brazing indi 
cated at'_‘I26.y_r A packing nut I21 is threaded 
upon'member I25 and makes the union of the 
valve operating members in the cap piece '31 
gas tight; . , . 

[The threads I I6 and I24'are of a comparatively 
steep pitch so that a single full turnof the hand 
wheel‘ I'I1 will rock the bar vI0'2‘and cause the 
valves I00 and. I01 to shift‘ position. The hand 
wheel, as shown in Fig. 13, is designated as “ab 
sorber” and has two arrows respectively des 
ignated as “oil” and “on.” It also carries a stop 
I28'owhich is- adapted to engage a side of a ?nger 
I29 which rises from plate I30, Fig. '13, resting 
upon the horizontal annular wall 38 and secured 
by a pair of screws 40. ‘ ‘ ‘ 

The arrows which maybe designated 'as'-I3I 
and I32, as shown in Fig. 13,? are both pointing 
away from the pointer bar I29. This is the neu 
tral position in which'both valves I00 and I01 
are held off of their valve seats and the stream 
of ‘exhalation gases will be equally divided, one 
part going through the absorber material in con 
tainer ‘19 and the other part going around it 
through chamber ‘15. When the hand wheel H1 
is turned tocarrythe stop I28 into contact with 
the’ pointer bar I29 the “on” arrow will point 
downwardly‘toward the stop indicating that the 
valve-members have been shifted, valve I01 to 
closing position and valve I00 to open position; 
that is the absorber is on at that timeiand the 
absorber is in full use. Upon turning the wheel 
a substantially full turn the stop I28 will engage 
the other side of pointer bar I29 and the arrow 
designated as “off" will then‘ point upwardly to 
they pointer bar and in this position valve I00 
will be'fully closed and valve I01'will be fully 
open and the absorber is “off,'”ftha't isentire1y 
‘out of operation‘ so no exhaled gases will pass 
throughfthe absorber.‘ The positions of ‘the “off” 
‘arrow and the “on” arrow other‘ thanv those 
above mentioned relative to the pointerbar-IZQ 
will inform the operator‘of ‘the ‘degree of ‘open 
ing of the two valves ‘simultaneouslywlt follows 
thatyin. addition ‘to the equal’ opening of‘ the 
two valves, as indicated inz'Fig.‘ '13, the? absorber 
.valve I00 may be openedl-aonly atriflaandlthe 
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free flow valve, I01 opened a great deal or vans; 
tions ‘may be made as the operator may elect‘. f ‘ ‘The principal purpose of this adjustablewvalvie 

arrangement is to permit the operatorfto" vary 
the degree of carbon dioxide, absorption‘as the‘ 
condition of the patient may require. This will 
insure against over absorption, resulting in com-e. 
plete removal of carbon dioxide, which would 
have a tendency to prevent needed breathing 
stimulous and result in shallow breathing,‘ This 
also enables the operator to use the soda liine 
in the container to the best advantage.‘ Thus 
when the container is‘ ?lled with fresh sodalllme, 
absorption will be relatively complete and a ‘dil 
vided stream of air may be necessary. On the 
other hand, when the soda lime or other absorber 
material approaches the point of exhaustion; it 
will be desirable to permit a greater and greater 
amount of exhalation gas to pass throughitup 
to a full delivery of theentire exhalation; gas 
through the absorber material,‘ .j " In practical operation a mixture of two gases, 

namely oxygen and nitrous oxide, wlllbeJem-l 
ployed. Referring to Figs. 3, '1, and ll, the means 
of introducing these gases into the breathing 
line Will-now be pointed out. Thus referringto 
Fig. 11, oxygen from tank 3| passes'throu'gh 
tube 26 and through a closure fltting?210,fand 
through a valve casing I33 past‘ 'a'sprlng oper; 
ated closure valve I34 into tube I35 of anew‘ 
valve of well known construction. This ?ow 
valve has a ?oat I36 upon a stem I31, the flow 
valve and stem operating in an expanding pas 
sageway I30. From passageway I38 the gas goes 
through an opening I39 and a passageway vI40 
and thence through a port I40’, Fig. 6, and into 
mixing chamber. MI in a ?tting which is per~ 
manently connected with a tube connection'l'?i. 
This connection is in e?ect a nipple brazed into 
and,v extendingthrough casing wall '33.‘,‘1From 
chamber I4I the inhalation gases and oxygen 20 
through a nipple extension I43 connecting with 
the breathing tube 2I which go to a suitablemask 

structure I44, Fig. 3. Y ' » The nitrous oxide flows from tank 32 through 

rubber tube 21 into a delivery passage I46 in tube 
I45 formed in a connector piece I41, Figyil. 
The connector piece I41 is shown in section and 
it will be understood that this connector pieceis 
identically the same in structure both. internally 
and externally as connector piece 210. The 
nitrous oxide flows past open valve "140 into. a ?ow 
gauge tube I49 forming. an expanding passage 
way I50. Within the passageway'l50 is a ?oat 
I5I having stem I52 in all respects like the float 
I36 and stem I31 in the oxygen ?oat valve struc 
ture I35. The nitrous oxide goes from the pas 
sageway I50 through a port'l53 and. a passage 
way I54 opening into the mixing chamber :I4‘I 
through anopen port I 55, as shown in Fig. ‘7.5;... 

‘ Thus the chamber IlII receives the oxygen ‘and 
nitrous oxide from opposite sides. thereof. so.the 
chamber‘ I4I ‘becomes in fact the mixing chamber 
and the mixture is carried through the connec 
tor I43 and'inhalation breathing tube 2I directly 

to the breathing passageway of the patient» l The tubular passageway I42 is permanently 

connected, Figs.‘ 6 and '1, with an inhalation 
chamber I56 formed within a cylindrical‘mem-L 
ber I51 in the exhalation chamber 94.? It hasf'a 
‘closed top I58 and a large port I59, Fig. 7, which 
is adapted to be closed by a-?ap valve I60,‘ pivoted 
upon a hook pin I6I and restrained by a stop pin 
I62... ‘The port' I59 opens into inhalation chain-' 
ber 15 which communicates with rebreathlng bag 
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‘II so that-inhalation draws gases from the re 
breathing bag, and thelfresh oxygen and nitrous 
oxide delivered to the mixing chamber I4I moves 
as a mixture to the lungs ahead of the rebreath 
ing bag gases. . ' = 

The ends I83 and I64 of the oxygen ?owstem 
I31 and the nitrous oxide ?ow stem I52 register 
with gauges I65 and I98 which give the reading 
of ?ow volumes in liters per minute of the re 
spective gases. This new is controlled by valves 
I61 and IE8 on the tanks 3| and 32, Fig. 3. 
Exhalation passes from the mask I44 through 

the exhalation breathing tube 22 into a passage~ 
Way I 69 formed within a tube I19 with which 
the breathing tube 22 connects. The tube I19 is 
fast upon and passes through the cylindrical cas 
ing wall 33, Figs. 6 and 9, and into a chamber I‘II 
formed by a cylindrical member I12, and having 
a closed bottom I13 and a top I14 formed with an 
opening I15 which is closed by a ?ap valve I16. 
The ?ap valve is mounted upon hook pivots I11, 
Fig. 6, and is restrained in its upward movement 
by a hook pin I18. When the flap valve is opened 
by positive pressure, gases of exhalation ?ow 
through the passageway I69, the chamber Hi, 
the port I15, into the chamber 94. . 
From chamber 94 the gases of exhalation may 

go either through the soda lime container 19 or 
about that container or ‘partly through the'con 
tainer and partly about the container, according 
to the position of the valves I99 and I91. 
Whichever path or paths of travel is followed, the 
exhalation gases ultimately go to chamber 14 and 
thence through opening 13 and tubular connec 
tor 98 into the rebreathing bag1I. . 
There is thus from the - mask I44 a closed 

breathing line which includes for inhalation the 
inhalation tube 2| connected'through the nipple 
passageways I43 and I42 and mixing chamber 
I4I, through chamber I56 and chambers 15 and >. 
14 connected with the rebreathing bag ‘II, and a 
connected exhalation passageway going through 
exhalation tube 22 connecting with passageway 
I69, chamber I1I, upper chamber 94and thence, 
either through the soda lime container 19 or 
around or in a divided stream through and 
around it, to the chamber 14 and rebreathing bag 
1I. ‘ 

The connector members 219 and I41 are exact 
ly alike so that‘a description of one corresponds ' 
to a description of both. Having reference to 
Figs. ‘1 and 11, the details of the connector mem 
ber and of the parts with which it connects are 
clearly shown. Thus ?ow tube I49 (or I 35) is 
provided with a threaded end I19 upon which is 
screwed a piece I89 having an annular extension 
I8I with a central aperture I82 therethrough. 
On tubular extension I83 of this piece is 

screwed a cup portion I84 of a member having a 
tubular extension part I85 formed with a central 
tubular unthreaded bore I 86. The cup member 
I84 has at its bottom an annular gasket I91“ 
which also forms a seat for the valve member I49. 
This valve member is in theform of a disc with‘ 

a cylindrical projection I88 which is surrounded 
by a compression spring I89 normally pressing 
lilac valve I48 into closing contact with the gasket 

1. 
The valve I48 is also providedwith a plunger 

head I99 which, as references to the respective 
Figs. '1 and 11 clearly show, is flat and rather 
narrow in one of its dimensions and somewhat 
expanded in the other‘ dimension, so as to sub 
stantially engage the walls of passageway I86and 
hold the valve in proper position relative to the 
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valve seat on gasket I81 and at'the same time to 
provide gas passages, I99’ to the valve I48. ‘ 

' The tubular extension I85 is also provided with 
oppositely disposed pins I9I and I92 which ex 
tend outwardly therefrom but not into the pas-, 
sageway I86, as clearly shown in Fig. 1. The con 
nector member I41 is provided with tubular ex 
tension I93 which at its inner end is of less di 
ameter than the width of the pusher head I99. 
The connector piece I41 is provided with an an 
nular ?ange-like extension I94 upon which rests 
agasketl95. . ' i I ‘ j, 

A second tubular member I96, Fig. 11,,is pro, 
Vided with an internally disposed annular ?ange 
I91,,which' surrounds the outer portion of the 
lower. part of the tubular connector piece I41. A 
look ring I98 engaging an external groove in, the 
connector member I41 and engaging theannular 
?ange I91 may hold the member'l99 upon the 
assemblage, after a spring‘ I99 has been positioned 
aboutjthe member I41 between the ?ange I94 on 
it and the ?ange I 91 on the second tubular meni 
ber I96 to hold the gasket I95 against the end of 
tube I85. ‘ . . I I. 

, ‘ In making the connection,‘ which can be, done 
very quickly, the tube extension I93 of ‘connector 
member I41 is pushed into the tubular bore I86 
until its end engages the pusher head ‘I99 which 
willv lift the valve I48 from its seat and. through 
passages I99’ will open communication. between 
passageway I59 in tube‘. I49 and passageway-I46 
in‘connectorpieceMl. ‘ ~ I ‘I . I I 

The member. I96 is provided with bayonet slots 
299, Fig.;11 right, oppositely positioned and open; 
ing through the top edge thereof. By pushing up 
againstthe pressure of springv I99 the pins I9I 
‘and,I92 may be caused to move down into the 
bayonet slot, and then by turning the member 
I98 (or member 219) it ‘will hold the partsmin 
almost ‘instantly assembled locking relation... and 
simultaneously will ‘cause the valve I48 (or. I34) 
to ‘be held properly opened. In this manner the 
oxygen and nitrous oxide connections can be 
made with certainty of prevention of leakage and 
with the expenditure of very littleltime, allim 
portant where the apparatus is to be given emer 
gencyuse. .3 . , ‘I 1,. 

Since the mixing chamber I 4| receiving the 
gases directly from oxygen delivery tube I54, and 
since nitrous oxide delivery tube, I49 is closed 
against positive pressure‘therein and in the pas-. 
sageway leading to the mask by reason‘ of the 
?ap valve I69, Fig. '7, holding against internal 
pressure, I have provided means. for .relieving 
pressure should it rise above a desired low point. 
This means is shown in detail in Fig. 7. I 1 

It'comprises a cup-shaped seat 29I which has 
a bottom ?ange 292 surrounding a nipple 293 fast 
on member 294 forming. the breathing chamber 
I4l. An opening ‘295 connects the breathing 
chamber I4I- with a chamber296 within the cup 
member 29L‘ A valve casing 291 has an annular 
?ange 298‘ ‘which engages the upper wall of the 
upper annularjedge of member 29I. A bolt 299 

" formedas a part of or rigidly united to the valve 
casing 291, extends across. valve chamber MI and 
by means of the valve casing, knurled on‘ its outer 
surface, is-screwed at its end into a threaded 
opening‘2I9 in a boss 2“ formed on the mixing 

. chamber member 294. ‘ 

I ‘The bolt 299 connects with an upper portion 
212 which is integral with the valve casing 291 
:and provides openings 2I3, Fig. 7a, through an 
annular ring 2I4. extending inwardly from valve 

1 casing 291 and formed ‘with an annular valve‘seat 
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H5, as shown. By screwing the bolt 2-09‘ down 
tightly, a gas tight union is e?fected at‘ 2B8v and 
also at 2“; where the upper edge of nipple 203 
ehga'ges the face of ?ange‘2l1yall these contact 
mg‘ members being milled smooth to make sure-of 
meter to metal sealing contact, since ether vapor _ 
tends" (to destroy ‘rubber and like gasket matee 
rial'and hence gaskets cannot be used._ I 

' _A valve 220 is held upon the valve seat 2l5 
by a spring 22!. The spring 22! engages a cap 
piece 222 which has a socket 223 which enables 
it to be turned more or less within the threaded 
‘inner wall 224' of valve piece ‘201, by which the 
‘tension of the spring 221 may be adjusted. ‘ A 
look 17mg 225 holds the cap' piece in its adjusted 
position. Apertures ‘226 in the valve casing ‘201 
permitready escape vof gas when the valve 220 
'resp‘o‘nding'to pressure‘o'fythe gas in the mixing 
‘chamber’ MI is forced open.’ I‘ s - 

' Iprovide means for the effective administration 
‘of ether.‘ For this purpose I provide a hollow 
connector piece 221 which is secured upon ‘the 
cap member 31' by means of a ring ~228__ brazed 
to the outside of member 221 and brazed upon 
the cap piece 31, Figs. 5 and 14. The‘upper part 
:oif‘connect'or piece 221v encloses a cylindrical pas; 
sageway‘229, Fig. 5, and embodies outwardly ex 
tending‘ pins 230 and 23L" " ' _ _ h ' 

' The’co‘nnector piece 221 which is'cylindrical- in 
its upper'portion'has an outwardly ?aring por 
tion 232 ‘which on'its inside forms an annular 
valveseat 233engaged by the, edges of a‘ cone 
‘sh'aped'valve page 234,, the apex or‘ corie extend 
mg upwardly; 'A'tubular extension 23501 the 
‘views piece is provided with aser'i'es (Sf-apertures :‘ 
236 an'dlis’ surrounded- bya spring 231 whichnor 
irilally’hblds' 'the valve piece" ‘234' in ‘engagement 
wi’én'uue vawe‘sest'zgas'; I‘ " ' ' ‘i 

vclosure member¥238 has a cylindrical exter 
ti-allythreaded'pertion 239 which. is screwed into 
anaintiernally threaded extension 240 of connector 
piece .221: ' ‘Th'is'forms‘a seat at ‘241 for the ‘spring 
.235 "and also engages'a' gasket 242 with ari'5'out; 
weirdly-"extending annular ?anges“; Hencehby 
screwing ' up‘ on the' ‘assure member 238;: ' any’ air 
tightseal is‘inade'for'the'lchamber 244 formed 
Within the member 243. \ ; ~' 1 3 
f1A 'h'ollownipple 245 extends" central-1y down 
ward from "the. closure piece 2‘39 and is connect 
edfwi'th" a_m'etallic delivery tube 2454-‘ The tube 
2461 has 'an7 intermediate downwardly-‘slanting 
portion 2'41- and-‘a-v vertical portionv 248 which is 
heldTw'ithiii a reinforcing collar 24,9" to" pass 
through. the partition 93,_'a's clearly shown in Figs. 
‘rand '51 I ‘As shown inhwFigl'. ‘8, the vertical part 
of the tube 2118-v is‘ extended, as indicated» at 250, 
and'is provided‘ Witha slanting portion‘ 251 "-f'or 
conducting‘ the ether to adr'o'ppen point “31-5 as 
willsbelhereinafter‘pointed out in detail. _ ~ a _ 
An automatic ether dropper designated gen 

erally‘ with the numeral 252" is formed with a 
mainsupporting standard~253. This" is formed 
with'la bottom hollow threaded boss'254on which 
is'éscrewed an internallythreaded nut 255 which 
forcesthe. upper edge ofa tubular member‘ 256 
against a sealing gasket 256.",Fig. 10; The ‘mem 
hen-256‘~ is.thus heldrigidly extended from- the 
supporting standard .253 and its interior- passage 
waiy...251..is held in gas: tight: relation ltherewith. 
The member 256 has fast thereon'a-tubular'oou 
pler- 2581 which. in part is knurled,- as indicated 
at’1253e- and; which has. oppositely disposed;- bay; 
0net>slots.,26H: adapted to be, slipped over the pins 
23.0: and..2:3 Iasee 14. tubular. portion‘ 2814 
provided with. indented openings .262 is thrust 
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against the valve 23‘4‘ra's‘ the parts are'brought 
together, resulting in pushing the valve‘ 234 from 
its seat 233/,~-Fig. 14. This opens communicau 
tion through passageway1251i-into passageway 
229., and thence past the valve 234-.into---»p‘as 
sageway 238 and‘ into nipple passageway leading 
to. the tubular extension 246. 'In‘thi's manner 
the ether delivery assembly is 'readily‘secured 
upon the head 20 inoperative relation thereto-=1 
Ether is provided; in standard cans 263, which, 

as is customary,v are provided with an outwardly 
?aring neck ri'in 2615'!‘ Fig. IOI'. The standard-253 
has formed: therewith a unitary oiiset portion 265 
which embodies at its loweripart a?seatjz?iilwheree 
in is a gasket 261 adapted to receive-the upper 
edge of the ?aring portion 264. of the ether (can 
neckv vA clamp member 258 has a- fork 259: which 
embraces the-?aring neck 2613. The clamp‘mem 
her is provided With-a‘boss 211 in whichis-thread‘l 
ed a screw bolt 212 held in position: by a yoke~213 
pivoted upon a pin. 21 d5 to anupstandingiboss 2'15 
formingapartof extension 285. The'endli-of 
screw belt 212; engages a seat 276‘ 'on‘‘ the-boss-‘215‘; 
With this arrangement the upper edge‘ of‘ether 
can neck 214- can be drawn up‘ in gas» tight rela 
tion against the gasket 266, and the containerr'of 
ether 263' can bequickly replaced with other-‘con 
tainers taken from the stock 29' thereof carried 
in theupper‘ part I1‘ of the case‘, Fig. 2. I Since it 
can be readily replaced‘ with a" fresh gasket; ‘in 
this relation a gasket can be employed; 
A tube 211 is secured by- means ‘of a; nut 21B 

in=a recess‘ 213- formed in the lower side‘ of the 
part 2651 of standard“ 253 within the seat 256 
holding the gasket 251?.v * This-recess connects 
witha bore 280' in offset part‘ 265’, Figs. 10‘ andJIZ, 
which bore in. turn connects with a‘ downwardly 
turned bore or passageway 28! whichextends 
through standard 253 and then obliquely at 232, 
Fig. 10, to the'chamber 251, heretofore‘ described. 
The tube 211 has‘ at itsv bottom a screen indi 
cated‘ generally" at 283' and ‘it connects aslshown 
in dotted lines. at 284 with a chamber 285.. - - 

Leading‘ from‘ this‘v chamber is a bore 285I1whi'ch 
connects‘ with a bore 281‘ in-"thei standard 253‘. 
The upper part of.‘ bore2-81 enters a ?aring‘ 
walle'd: cup 288. at‘ the upper’ part thereof.‘ To 
this cup is secured a rubber bulb 289. The lower 
part of bore 281 connects by an. obliquely disposed 
extension 290'with a valve chamber 2‘9i vformed 
in an o?set part 292 of the-standard 253. ' 

Atlthe bottom of‘valve: chamber 291 is a needle 
valve block 293 held in positionby alock nut 2941 
A needlevalve 295 opens communication with‘ a 

.. dropper tube 296' which discharges into chamber 
251‘. -The needle valve stem is threadedat' 291 
through‘ an externally threaded member 298 which 
is screwed‘ upon the internal thread 299* of'the 
walls of valve chamber 29!‘. An annular -‘=portion 
330‘ of member‘293 engages a‘. gasket 395 which 
seals said member 298 against leakage from valve 
chamber 29!. The valve stem 29‘! is provided 
with an unthreaded part 332 upon which is‘ a 
thumb screw' 303 bymeans of which the needle 
valve may be opened more‘or less.‘ A packing 
nut 334' seals the stem 302 against leakage.- _ 
s'Thei object of this arrangement is to ‘provide 
syphon-action ether-dropping delivery of the 
ether, the container of which, being suspended 
with its neck up, can not eff'ectgdirect gravity 
dropping. ‘To produce the above action the 
needle valve 295 is- closed. The bulb 289 is then 
squeezed. This will force air through-the’ tube 
211‘ into the bottom of the ether cangi'romgwhijch 
it will bubble 0ut¥and pass‘ through annular‘vreé 
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‘cess 219, bores 280, 28L and 282 to chamber 251 
connected with the breathing line. When the 
bulb 280 is released it will suck ether through 
tubular passageway 284 ‘and bore 286 and into 
cup 288 from Which it will gravitate to and ?ll 
:valve chamber 29! and passages 28'! and 286 
leading therefrom, including the passage through 
vpipe 211‘ to the bottom of the ether can. 

i There will then be a continuous column of 
ether through the passageways to valve chamber 
29L Since the bottom of this chamber is lower 
than any level of the ether in the container 263, 
‘by syphon action the ether will continue to ?ow 
into chamber 29l, as it drops out of it. By op» 
erating the needle valve thumb screw 303 ‘the 
rate of feed of the ether from the dropper tube 
,296 may be regulated. It follows that once the 
syphon action of dropping the ether has been 
established it will continue as long as‘ there is 
any ether in‘ the ether container 263. And when 
that is exhausted a new supply may be quickly 
and simply provided. The top of thumb screw 
303 is ‘provided with an “off” arrow and an “on” 
arrow, showing the direction to turn the, needle 
valve on or off. 
The ‘ether so regulated and continually dropped, 

goes from the point 305 upon a porous annular 
plate 306, Fig. 5, which may be, as shown‘ in Fig. 
5, located in the upper part of annular air cham 
ber 15.‘ The edge of plate 306 is annularly spaced 
from the Wall 33 as indicated at 30?. The ether 
which drops from the edge of plate 306 will fall 
upon a similar annular plate 308 ‘which is se 
cured to the inside or the wall 33 with an annular 
"space 309 between its inner edge and the outer 
surface of cup 16. The ether from plate 300, if 
any, will drop upon plate 3") which, like plate 
306, is secured at its inner edge to the cup 16 
with an annular space 3H between its outer edge 
and the inner surface of wall 33. The plates 300, 
308 and 3| 0 are formed of some suitable porous 
material, preferably a porous metal such as oil 
?lter material. These plates not only permit some 
passage of air, but through capillary action tend 
to spread the liquid upon their surface, so no 
‘liquid will drop from the edge of one plate to 
another plate until the entire surface of the ?rst 
‘plate is covered by a ?lm of the liquid. By the 
time any ether has reached plate 3E0 it will have 
‘been substantially vaporized by inhalation of gas 
passing up through annular chamber ‘l5 and past 
?ap valve I60 and through chamber I55 to the 
breathing line in tube I33 and inhalation tube 
2|". There is thus provided a very large and ef 
fective evaporation area, which, because the 
plates 306, 308 and 3“) are porous, some or all 
may be completely covered with a ?lm of liquid 
and so produces rapid evaporation, making pos 
sible the use of the instrument for ether anes 
thesia'alone, which readily can take place when 
the nitrous oxide is shut off, and oxygen is used 
with the ether, or when oxygen also is shut oif 
and air is admitted through an air intake valve 
(not shown) on the inhaler, or with a combina- _ 
tion of oxygen and air. 
The plates 306 and 310 are brazed to the outer 

wall of the cup 16 and the plate 308 is brazed 
‘to the inside of cylindrical wall 33 and these 
plates are held in ?xed spaced relation by means 
of screws 3|2 and spacers (M3 and 3M. 
An alternative ether evaporator is shown in 

Fig. 8, where the ether drops at 3l5 upon 1a cir 
lcular disc 3|6 Within the chamber ‘[4 below the 
plate 80. The plate 3H5 is porous like the plates 
300, 308, and 310 and from the edges of plate 316 
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ether may drop upon a second circular ‘plate 3|‘! 
of larger diameter than plate 3| 6. i The plates 
M6 and 3H will be subject alternately torthe 
movement of gases both ‘on inhalation and exha 
lation, while the plates 306, 308 and 3|0 may be 
subject to the movement of gases onlyon inhala 
tion. ‘ * w i i ' l 

The advantages of my invention have been 
quite fully brought out in connection with the de 
tailed description thereof. Broadly these advan 
tages reside in ‘the fact that, in an anesthetizing 
apparatus adapted to be ‘quickly assembled and 
disassembled, its component parts also have com 
binations of elements which provide a means of 
administering gas anesthesia or ether anesthesia, 
or both, actually superior to means for that pur 
pose employed in the larger. type, permanently 
‘assembled anesthesia .devices employed inhos 
pitals. “ Yet these component parts when disas 
sembled can readily‘ be packed together with sur 
plus oans or containers of absorber materials, of 
ether, and of otherimaterials, in a compact case 
as light and ‘easy to handle and to transport by 
hand‘as an ordinary‘suitcase. ‘ 

As a direct and particular advantage army in? 
vention, the‘arrangement of‘ohambers, passage 
ways, soda‘lime container, and ether Vaporizers in 
the breathing head which forms part of the 
breathing line, in relation to'the rebreathing bag 
and the mask connected with the breathing tubes 
is such as to produce, not only‘ a highly e?icient 
organization, but one which has exceptional sim 
plicity and e?icacy for control by the operator 
and which also provides‘ a closed breathing line 

' wherein there‘is little or no restriction and which 
gives substantially maximum ease of breathing. 
A further great advantage of my invention re 

sides in the quick ‘and simple means provided for 
changing the absorber container and the ether 
‘container so that comparatively small containers 
of both soda lime and of ether may be used effec 
tively and are available to meet emergencies. 
“ ‘A ‘further advantage of my invention resides 
in the extremely simple valve arrangement where 
by exhalation gases‘may‘readily‘be caused to move 
‘entirely ‘through the absorber, entirely around 
‘the absorber, ‘or, in'a ‘divided stream, in part 
through the absorber and in part around the ab 
sorber in relative proportions which may readily 
‘be determined by the operator, another feature 
which makes possible the use of a relatively small 
soda lime container. ‘ 

I Another great advantage of my invention may 
be found in the arrangement of the mixing cham 
ber relative to the delivery‘ of gases such as oxy 
gen and nitrous oxide thereto directly in the for 
ward part of the inhalation line so that instant 
shift from mixture to pure oxygen or changes of 
proportions of the gases may readily be effected, 
‘together with means for safeguarding the patient 
against other than predetermined possible maxi 
mum pressures.‘ ‘ 

i A further very substantial advantage of my in 
vention resides in the fact that an ether admin 
istrating‘ device is provided wherein. the usual 
‘containers of ether are ‘applied in an inverted 
position and a syphon delivery of the ether may 
quickly be effected, which is of great advantage 

quickly assembled 
anesthetizing device. ‘ 

' I claim: 3 i ‘ i 

1. In an anesthetizing apparatus, a closed 
breathing line‘including a casing having an in‘ 
halation part‘, ‘an evaporator in the inhalation 
part, a tube 'extendingoutside the casing for con’- ‘ 
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veying ether to the evaporator, a holder for‘ether 
‘supported in ‘an upright position upon said tube, 
a3 chamber closed-by aneedle valve on a level be 
low the bottom of the container, passages leading 
respectively from the bottom of the ether holder 
to the chamber and from the top of the ether 
holder to the tube, a bulb in communication with 
said passages, whereby by compressing thesame 
when the needle valve is closed air will be driven 
through the ether to the tube and by releasing the 
bulb ether will be drawn from 'the holder to ?ll 
the chamber above the needle valve and the 
tube leading, thereto from“ the bottom of the hold 
er to give a syphon delivery of the ether controlled 
by the needle valve to the delivery tube. 

2. An anesthetizing apparatus, comprising a 
casing head having a partition thereacross to 
form therein an upper and'a lower-chamber, a 
cup-like member in the lower chamber having a 
bevelled annular surface at its upper part, a bot 
tom closing said lower chamber, an annular gasket 
adapted to be engaged by the upturned edgesof 
said bottom, a spring hasp for forcing said edges 
against the gasket, a spring member carried by 
the bottom, anda soda lime container resting 
upon said spring member and having its upper 
edges ‘forced into sealing engagement with the 
bevelled annular member when the bottom mem 
ber is secured in position by the hasp. ' ‘ 

~ 3. ‘-An‘ anesthetizing apparatus, comprising a 
casing head having ‘a partition thereacross to 
form therein an upper and‘a lower‘chamber, a 
cup-like member in the lower chamberhaving a 
bevelledannular surface at‘ its upper part, a bot 
tom closing 'said chamber, an annular gasket 
adapted to be engaged by the upturned edges of 
said bottom; a spring hasp for forcingsaid edges 
against the gasket, ‘a spring member carried by 
‘the-bottom, a soda- lime container resting upon 
said spring member and having its upper edges 
forcedinto sealing engagement with the bevelled 
annular member when the bottom member is se 
cured in position by the hasp, arebreathing bag 
opening into said bottom memberrmeans estab 
lishing. a closedbreathing line'wherein the ex 
halation gases may pass directly through the soda 
lime container toward said bottom member and 
rebreathing bag, and means associated with said 
bottom member for ‘de?ecting particles of soda 
lime from passage from the soda lime container 
into the rebreathing bag and the inhalation side 
of the breathing line. ‘ _ - 

4. An-anesthetiaing apparatus, the component 
parts of which are vadaptedto be separated to 
be-conveniently packaged in a casing carried 
by the hand; said-casing formed of two separable 
interlocking parts, a tubular standard of a 
‘length relative to the cross-sectional“ area of the 
casing such that the standard can be contained 
‘within a section of the casing, a centrally dis 
posed socket formed on the inside of the bottom 
of one part of the casing for receiving and hold 
lng erect the standard, said part of the casing 
forming the supporting base of the‘apparatus, 
‘an anesthetizer head adapted to be independ 
ently positioned within the casing and to be 
connected with and supported by the standard, 
flow valves fast on the head adapted to bec‘on 
nected to tanks of oxygen and nitrous oxide, a 
mask and set of breathing tubes adapted to be 
packaged in the casing, all said parts being 
adapted for connection one with the other for 
quick assembly, said head embodying'chambers 
and passages such that in combination with the 
flow ‘valve‘passages a closed breathing- line may 
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be quickly established and a complete anesthetiz 
‘ing apparatus be quickly assembled for emer 
gency use. " i 

' 5. An anesthetizing apparatus comprising a 
casing having upper and lower chambers‘ formed 
therein, a soda lime container in the lower 
chamber spaced a substantial distance‘ from the 
Walls and‘bottom thereof, said casing‘ and con; 
nected parts forming a’ closed breathing‘ line 
with the inhalation part thereof extending 
through said space, staggered platesseverally 
attached to said walls at one of" their edges 
forming ba?ies having annular portions extended 
into said space with staggered annular air pas 
sages past their unattached edges, a supply of 
ether, a tube having operative connection with 
said supply and extending within the space to 
discharge ether upon said extended portions; of 
the ba?les for vaporization therefrom, and 
manually operable means for causing continuous 
delivery of ether from said supply to the ,ba?les. 

6. An anesthetizing apparatus ,comprisin’g‘,a 
casing having therein a soda lime container and 
an interconnected annular and bottom "space 
about the soda lime container, said casingand 
connected parts forming a closedbreathing line 
with the inhalation part thereof extending 
through said space, an ether can supported 
with its opening up and providing a supply of 
ether, means for establishing a syphon flowjpf 
ether from said ether can consisting of a tube 
extending to near the bottom of the ether can, 
a manually operable air bulb and passages there 
from for forcing air through the ether and out 
of the apparatus, air passages connected there 
with and to the bulb whereby release of the bulb 
‘will establish continuous syphon-feed ?ow" of 
ether to the ether dropping means. ' 

7. An anesthetizing apparatus, comprising an 
anesthetizing head, a transverse partition there 
in forming an upper chamberand a‘ lower 
chamber on the head, a soda lime container 
having perforated ends and ‘being removably 
supported in the lower chamber so as to leave'a 
space of large cross sectional area about and 
across the lower end of the same, a re-breathing 
bag connected with said space, a breathing‘line 
having breathing connection of the inhalation 
side with said space and not said upper chamber 
and having breathing connection of the ex 
halation side with the upper chamber, said 
partition having a port and connecting passage 
way going to the upper end of the soda lime 
container and a second port and'passageway 
going to said space, a centrally pivoted bar and 
a valve on each end thereof, and means includ 
ing a spring acting upon one end of the bar and 
a hand operated stem acting on the other end 
of the bar for swinging the bar on its pivot to 
open one port and close the other port simul 
taneously to any degree desired, thereby to ,con 
trol the movement of exhalation gas from‘the 
upper chamber 50 it ‘may wholly or ‘in part pass 
through said space to the re-breathing bag or 
may Wholly or in part pass through the soda lim 
container to the re-breathing bag. - ', _ i Y 

8. An anesthetizing apparatus, comprising an 
anesthetizing head, a transverse partition there 
in forming an upper chamber and a , lower 

chamber on the head, a soda lime-container 
having perforated ends and beingv removably 
supported in the lower chamber 50 as to leave a 
space of large cross sectional area about ,and 
vacross the lower end of the same, a IG-breathing 
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bag connected with said space, a breathing line 
having breathing connection of the inhalation 
side with said space and not said upper chamber 
and having ‘breathing connection of the ex 
halation side with the upper chamber, a cup‘ 
surrounding a part of the soda lime container 
and having means connected therewith for sup 
porting the container and positioned to form 
a chamber below the bottom wall of the con 
tainer, an opening through the bottom wall of 
the cup‘ into said last named chamber, an 
annular Wall surrounding said opening, and a 
ba?le member overlying said opening to insure 
against particles from the soda lime container 
passing into the space and to the re-breathing 
bag. 

JAY A. HEIDBRINK. 
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